Focus on Quality Propels Firm to Top Honors
“We’re honored and humbled. This award reflects the focus of our consultants on
what is best for our clients; every engagement, year after year.”
							

—Charlie Cook, President

About Orchestrate Healthcare
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KLAS awarded healthcare consulting
firm specializing in four core
competencies: EMR Implementation
and Optimization with an Epic focus,
Carbondale, CO – January 29, 2015 – Orchestrate Healthcare announces today
Integration and Interoperability, HIE
they are honored to receive this year’s esteemed 2014 Best in KLAS - Technical Services
Consulting, and Business Intelligence
award, their fourth Best in KLAS award in seven years.
Consulting.
Our consultants are seasoned
professionals with a broad range
of experience. Our commitment to
quality and to our customers’ success
is second to none. We are known
for being nimble, responsive and
accessible. Our team of consultants
excel at what we do, so your
organization can excel at what you do.
If you are ready for a consulting
company that exceeds your

expectations rather than just talking
about it, give us a call today at
877-303-3377.

“The award is a capstone recognition of the focus we place on the quality of our deliverables,”
comments President Charlie Cook. “In the market today there is an abundance of start-up IT
consulting firms who have sprung up in response to Meaningful Use initiatives. They promise
much and deliver little. At Orchestrate Healthcare, we have consistently delivered more
than our clients expect, time and time again.” Clients recognize Orchestrate Healthcare’s
unwavering commitment to quality in every engagement. Through their feedback to KLAS
Research, clients have positively echoed Cook’s sentiments resulting in this year’s Best in
KLAS award.
“For our company to win Best in KLAS in 2008, 2011, 2012 and 2014, and to be the
runner-up the other years, once by 1/10th of a point, is pretty significant,” reflects Cook,
“especially since we do much more than integration. Our four core competencies enable us
to provide comprehensive technical solutions that address all of our clients’ needs . . .
and not just integration.”

Orchestrate Healthcare
is probably the premier
integrator in the healthcare
technology space. They
have a really strong team of
specialists who really know
what they are doing, and
they are easy to work with. I
have been very pleased with
the hands-on leadership that
Orchestrate Healthcare has
offered, and they will be the
firm that we have on speed
dial for any of our third-party
integration work.”
VP
KLAS Commentary
When it comes to
integration experts, no one
will find a vendor with better
expertise than Orchestrate
Healthcare. We have used
Orchestrate Healthcare
several times, and they
always provide excellent
value for the money. They
are not the cheapest firm
out there, but they deliver
what they say they will
deliver. Our money is well
spent with them.”
CIO
KLAS Commentary

Orchestrate Healthcare delivers healthcare IT services in the areas of: EMR Implementation
and Optimization; HIE Consulting; Integration; and Business Intelligence. The experts
at Orchestrate Healthcare focus on what the client needs to achieve success and they
strategize with the client to reach that optimal outcome. “Often, what starts as an EMR
Implementation develops into an advanced Optimization, which then leads to a Business
Intelligence conversation,” explains Kara Gallagher, Vice President. “This constant focus
on what is best for our clients, plus the expertise of our consultants, enable our clients to
compete effectively in today’s rapidly evolving healthcare IT marketplace.”
As to finishing in the top of the Staff Augmentation and HIE Consulting categories of KLAS
Research, Mr. Cook explains, “we’re invested in helping our clients in every need they
have. Whether we’re analyzing their HIE needs or training their IT staff on a new upgrade,
our consultants take ownership of the project and give 110%. So really nothing new here,
just the industry’s highest ranked consultants working to exceed our clients’ expectations
every day! That’s our mission.”

About Orchestrate Healthcare
Industry leader Orchestrate Healthcare provides unmatched healthcare consulting
services in four core competencies: EMR Implementation and Optimization, Integration, HIE
Consulting, and Business Intelligence. As evidenced by their expansive collection of Best in
KLAS awards and top placement as category leaders, this team of consultants excels at what
they do, extremely well!

About KLAS
KLAS is a research firm on a global mission to improve healthcare delivery by enabling
providers to be heard and counted. Working with thousands of healthcare executives
and clinicians, KLAS gathers data on software, services, medical equipment and
infrastructure systems to deliver timely reports, trends and statistical overviews.
The research directly represents the provider voice and acts as a catalyst for improving
supplier performance. KLAS was founded in 1996, and their staff and advisory board
average 25 years of healthcare information technology experience. Follow KLAS on
Twitter at www.twitter.com/KLASresearch.
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